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Executive Summary 

Business Description: I work as an Academic Advisor for the Honors Program at BYU. The Honors 
Program is an academic program (similar to a minor) which has a set of core requirements students 
must complete in order to graduate with the honorary distinction of “with University Honors” on their 
diploma. These requirements include curriculum (courses), experiential learning (service/study abroad), 
academic research (Honors Thesis), etc. In my role as Head Advisor, I oversee three other academic 
advisors. The four of us together are responsible for advising students in our program as well as 
maintaining student program records, helping with program events and logistical office tasks, etc.  
 
Some of these tasks involve printing labels for mailing out targeted program mailings, printing name 
tags for event guests, etc. Several of us in the office (including my boss and other full-time 
administrative staff persons) have tried and failed to use Microsoft Word’s mail merge program to print 
labels from Excel/CVS data. In turn, a down side to using Microsoft Word’s version is that we also cannot 
see or edit the filled labels before they print since Word’s mail merge sends it directly to the printer 
after you have connected data fields to the template variables. As a result, many people in our office 
have ended up burning time manually typing the labels by hand because it was taking equally as long or 
longer to figure out how to use the mail merge.  
 
To address this issue, I created my own mail merge program using VBA. My mail merge system creates 
templates for mailing address labels, return address labels, and name tag labels and fills these templates 
with data provided by the user. Once filled with data, users can also view and edit the labels before 
printing, the handy features Word’s mail merge did not have.  
 
System Overview: The system is divided into four tasks facilitated by the four buttons on the “Mail 
Merge” tab of the ribbon. Users are guided by detailed instructions and cautions provided in the home 
Instructions sheet and in forms/sheets throughout the process. The four main tasks are detailed as 
follows: 
 

(1) CREATE TEMPLATE: First, users click the CREATE TEMPLATE button to create a blank template 
and a blank data sheet for the type of labels they want to make. The ribbon button initiates a 
form which asks the user what type of labels they want to make. All the user has to do is select 
the type of labels (mailing, return, or name tag) and press the create button and VBA creates a 
label template and data sheet with instructions for preparing data for that particular template.  
 

(2) PREPARE DATA: Next, users will populate their blank data sheet with data. There are a few ways 
they can do this, depending on their source data. If their data is in the form of a CSV file, users 
click the IMPORT CSV FILE button on the ribbon and a subprogram has them manually select 
their CSV file using the dialog box and then imports the CSV file data into a newly created “CSV 
File Data” spreadsheet next to the template and data sheet in the workbook. Users can then 
manually clean/organize the CSV data to the label data sheet specifications and manually 
copy/paste the scrubbed data over. There are obviously several other ways users may 
obtain/prepare data for label filling (e.g. manually entering if the list is short, opening another 
non-CSV file in a separate workbook and copy/paste data, etc.), but importing a CSV file seemed 
the most common for large batches of labels.  
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(3) FILL TEMPLATE: Once the data is ready, users click the FILL TEMPLATE button, which prompts 

form with which users select the labels they would like to fill and press the button to continue. 
Assuming the data was prepared correctly, VBA then fills the blank template with the data sheet 
info. From here, users can view all sheets of labels, make edits (change fonts, alignment, etc.). 
 

(4) PRINT:  When the labels are ready to be printed, users click the PRINT LABELS button on the 
ribbon. Contrary to its name, this button does NOT send the labels to the printer. I’ve done this 
intentionally so that users (thinking the button prints labels) actually read the PRINTING 
INSTRUCTIONS before printing. Clicking on this button prompts a form which explains that the 
label templates are generic and that due to slight differences in printers and versions of excel, 
minor adjustments to column widths or row heights may be necessary to correctly center the 
text on the labels when printed. Users then hit a button on the form which prompts VBA to 
create a PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS spreadsheet with detailed notes on preparing the template 
for printing and printing the labels themselves. 

 
Not only is this program useful for office use, but also for personal use (e.g. wedding invitations, 
Christmas cards, etc.). 
 

Implementation Documentation  

I’ve organized my implementation documentation below to correspond with the structure of my VBA 
Modules/Forms. From a high-level view, I created six modules and four forms. I provide detailed textual 
description summaries for each high-level code element (modules, sub-procedures and forms) below 
and have included screen shot references to the screen shots located in the Appendix of this document.  
For precise detail on code elements within the sub-procedures (i.e. how I complete the tasks described 
below in code), please view the file code in the VBA Developer window or the Discussion of Learning and 
Conceptual Difficulties section of this write-up. 
 
MAIN MODULES: I have a module for each of the three 
label types: mailing address, return address, and name 
tag (hereafter referred to as “Mailing,” “Return,” and 
“Nametag”).  
 
Each of these three modules contains three VBA sub-
procedures:  
-Sub 1. Creates a data sheet with instructions for 
preparing data for label filling,  
-Sub 2. Creates a label template, and  
-Sub 3. Fills the template with the data from the 
corresponding data sheet. 
  
Main Modules (with sub-procedure summaries): 

 lblMailing 
o Sub 1: addMailingDataSheet() 

 This sub checks for any existing spreadsheets named what I name the new data sheet 
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(“Mailing Address Data”), deletes them if found, and creates/names a new data sheet. Then 
it adds a header row for the data fields necessary to fill the labels and populates the first 
few rows beneath the headers with placeholder “needs label data” values so that if the user 
tries to fill the template before they have produced the data for it, the program will fill the 
template with the placeholders and the user will see that they need to produce the actual 
data first. Finally, it formats the top row for (and inserts) instructions on how to populate 
the data sheet for that type of label. (Screen Shot 3) 

o Sub 2: addMailingTemplate() 
 This sub checks for any existing spreadsheets named what I name the new data sheet 

(“Mailing Label Template”), deletes them if found, and creates/names a new label template. 
Then it sets the spreadsheet to printer view, defines the paper margins, resizes the 
columns/rows to the appropriate width/height for the type of labels, sets a default font/size 
for all cells, sets page breaks to ensure the right number of labels per page, and ends with 
the template sheet selected. (Screen Shot 4) 

o Sub 3: fillMailingTemplate() 
 This sub first counts the number of labels in the corresponding data sheet so the fill loop 

knows how many rows to loop through. Then it associates the data sheet field cell values 
with variables dimmed as strings so that their values can be transferred to the data sheet to 
fill the labels (e.g. address = Sheets("Mailing Address Data").Cells(r, 3).Value) 

 To fill the labels correctly (one label row at a time, left to right and then down to the next 
row), I use variables dimmed as integers and a little bit of math to define the cell 
destinations properly. The procedure loops through the data sheet one row at a time, pulls 
out the strings (e.g. name, address, city, state, zip) and puts each string in its correct row in 
this format: 

Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip 

 After it has filled the third row, it shifts over two columns and begins the second label in the 
row, and same for the third label. The program then shifts down to the next row, leaving a 
blank row of cells to serve as a fourth line of for the label row above it in case users wish to 
manually edit the address later to add two-line street addresses (one-line street addresses is 
the default) . Getting this offset movement down in code format from row to row for 3 rows 
and then over columns and then down rows again repeatedly was tricky (I explain more 
about why in the discussion of learning section of this write-up), but I ultimately settled with 
using a combination of variables and addition (x+1, x+2, etc.) and if statements with Mod 
(using the data sheet row numbers for Mod references) to get my desired label fill pattern. 
Once the program has looped through all the rows of data, the sub ends by selecting the 
filled template sheet so the user sees the filled labels. (Screen Shot 8-10)    

 lblNameTags 
o Sub 1: addNameTagDataSheet() 

 Same summary as Sub 1 for Mailing, with different data sheet name and minor code 
differences for label type details. (Screen Shot 18) 

o Sub 2: addNameTagTemplate() 
 Same summary as Sub 2 for Mailing, with different template sheet name and minor code 

differences for label type details. (Screen Shot 19) 
o Sub 3: fillNameTagTemplate() 

 Same summary as Sub 3 for Mailing, with different fill flow specifications for filling only two 
columns of labels per page and one string variable per label (name). (Screen Shot 20-22) 
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 lblReturn 
o Sub 1: addReturnDataSheet() 

 Same summary as Sub 1 for Mailing, with different data sheet name and minor code 
differences for label type details. (Screen Shot 12) 

o Sub 2: addReturnTemplate() 
 Same summary as Sub 2 for Mailing, with different template sheet name and minor code 

differences for label type details. (Screen Shot 13) 
o Sub 3: fillReturnTemplate() 

 Same summary as Sub 3 for Mailing, with different code procedures since users enter only 
one return address (to fill an entire sheet of return address labels with the same address). I 
copy that one address and fill the 39 rows beneath it on the data sheet with the same 
address in order to continue using the same Mod logic for filling the labels as I did for the 
Mailing and Name Tag label templates. Users only need to have a single sheet of labels and 
can print more than one copy of this single sheet if they want more than 40 labels. The fill 
flow is similar to mailing, with just three rows per label instead of four and with four 
columns (labels) per row instead of three. (Screen Shot 14-16) 

 
OTHER MODULES: I also have a module for the Import CSV File procedure, a module for the Printing 
Instructions procedure, and a module for the Ribbon X buttons. 

 CSVImport 
o Sub: importCSVData() 

 This is the only sub for this module. This sub first checks for any existing 
spreadsheets named what I name the new CSV data sheet (“CSV File Data”), 
deletes them if found, and creates/names a new sheet. Then it opens the dialog 
box, from which users select a CSV file to import data from and uses a query 
table to copy the data from the CSV file into the spreadsheet. The sub then ends 
with the CSV File Data sheet selected for the user to manually review and 
prepare the data for copying to the correct label data sheet. (Screen Shots 5-7) 

 PrintInstructions 
o Sub: printingInstructions() 

 This is the only sub for this module. This sub first checks for any existing 
spreadsheets named what I name the new print instruction sheet (“Printing 
Instructions”), deletes them if found, and creates/names a new sheet. Then it 
formats a few of the cells and adds printing instructions as text values of their 
destination cells (a list of instructions with steps for preparing to print). The sub 
then makes a few more formatting changes and ends with the printing 
instructions sheet selected. (Screen Shots 23-24) 

 RibbonX 
o This module contains “master” subs which initiate (show) the forms (explained below) 

that begin each of the four major user tasks (Create Template, CSV Import, Fill Labels, & 
Print Label) associated with the buttons on the ribbon. This module also contains the 
callback subs that actually connect the “master” subs (and by extension, all other forms 
& subs) to the buttons on the Mail Merge ribbon tab I created.  

 NOTE: I used the Custom UI Editor program to add a new tab (Mail Merge) to 
the excel edit ribbon and added the four task buttons to that tab. Instructions 
for how to do so were thoroughly explained in class and easily available online, 
so I do not elaborate on them here in my documentation other than to note 
that I completed it as part of the project. (Screen Shot 1) 
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FORMS: I created four forms, one for each of the ribbon buttons, through which I obtain user 
information for desired label type, provide instructions or cautions for users before proceeding, and 
trigger the sub-procedures related to the action the button is intended to initiate. The four forms are as 
follows: 

 frmLabelType: This form asks users what type of labels they want to make and users must select 
one of the radio buttons for the three label options. The form then has several form label 
paragraphs providing instructions and warnings about the label templates and data sheets. It 
also has two buttons: one button to initiate the “create” sub-procedures to create a label 
template and data sheet for the label type they chose (the underlying code uses case scenarios 
for each label type which call the appropriate sub-procedures from the main modules) and a 
second button to cancel the form. (Screen Shot 2) 
 

 frmCSVImport: This form provides users with instructions on how to select a CSV file and clean 
up the data for use in the label data sheet. It also has two buttons: one that triggers the 
importCSVData sub and one that cancels the form. (Screen Shot 5) 

 

 frmLabelFill: This form is similar to frmLabelType. Users select the type of labels they want to fill 
and, assuming they have prepared their data correctly on the data sheet, the “Fill Labels” button 
fills the label template with the label data. The form also contains instructions and cautions 
about the fill tasks and pinpoints likely areas of error/what to do to prevent them. The cancel 
button closes the form. (Screen Shot  9) 

 

 frmPrintInstructions: This form is similar to formCSVImport. It contains cautions about printing 
the labels and has two buttons: one that initiates the PrintingInstructions sub and another that 
cancels the form. (Screen Shot 23) 

 

Discussion of Learning & Conceptual 
Difficulties Encountered 

This project was definitely a big learning experience. I began from scratch and built the entire thing from 
the ground up using code elements I had learned from class and read in the book or occasionally 
searched for online. The project I originally had in mind was a simple mailing address label mail merge 
program (no return address or name tag labels, CSV import, or printing instructions). However, once I 
got the mailing address mail merge process coded, it was flexible enough to adapt (with minor 
modifications) for return address labels and name tags, so I added those and created the forms to ease 
user interaction with the program. Then Nathan (TA) suggested I add a feature for importing data from 
CSV files, which was a useful idea so I added that as well. Finally, because of the template and printing 
issues I describe below, I added the form/sheet of Printing Instructions. 
 
When I began, I started with figuring out how to format the excel sheet to mimic the appearance of a 
label template. This was a frustrating task. The code was not too difficult (I mostly recorded macros to 
figure out the code for formatting things and then extracted the portions I needed and mimicked those), 
but while trying to get the page margins, column widths, and row heights to match the label page/label 
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size dimensions AND keep all the columns/rows on the page was a trial-and-error process. If I set the 
dimensions to exactly what they should be, two issues happened: (1) excel would kick columns/rows off 
the sheet (even if I defined the page breaks to include them) AND/OR (2) the template print out did not 
fit the labels in reality. I found out that some of these issues are due to variations in printers and in 
versions of excel, so I just decided that users will have to handle the final printing process manually and 
compare their label dimensions to a paper printout of the filled template created here. 
 
The other major issue I encountered was related to filling the labels. I had a long table of address data 
and had to figure out how to get the sub to fill the template in this order (in red): 
  

Label 1 Row 1 (Name)                 1  Label 2 Row 1                      4  Label 3 Row 2                           7 

Label 1 Row 2 (Address)             2  Label 2 Row 2               5  Label 3 Row 3                           8  

Label 1 Row 3 (City, State, Zip) 3  Label 2 Row 3                      6  Label 3 Row 4                           9 

Label 1 Row 4 (Blank)   Skip Row  Label 2 Row 4  Label 3 Row 5                             

Label 4 Row 1 (Name)              10  Label 5 Row 1                    11  Label 6 Row 1                      etc. 

 
Going from 1-9 did not seem too difficult. I figured I could use Do Loops or For/Next loops to fill those. 
But the snag came when I tried to incorporate the jump from 9 to 10, which involves skipping row 4 and 
bringing the logic back to column 1. If I used Do Loops or For/Next loops or Activecell.offset (which I 
tried in various iterations to get it to work), I’d ultimately have to write repetitive lines of code for an 
uncertain amount of label rows since users number of labels would vary.  
 
I spent a lot of time spinning my wheels with this code logic, but then I remembered using the Mod 
feature with the ISBN assignment and figured I might be able to use it here to make the code cleaner 
and more minimal. Ultimately, this is what I came up with (this is an excerpt, not the entire sub):  
 

labelCount = Range(Sheets("Mailing Address Data").Range("A3"), Sheets("Mailing Address 
Data").Range("A3").End(xlDown)).Rows.Count + 1 
 
x = 1 
y = 1 
         
        For r = 3 To labelCount 
                                   
            name = Sheets("Mailing Address Data").Cells(r, 1).Value & " " & Sheets("Mailing Address 
Data").Cells(r, 2).Value 
            address = Sheets("Mailing Address Data").Cells(r, 3).Value 
            city = Sheets("Mailing Address Data").Cells(r, 4).Value 
            state = UCase(Sheets("Mailing Address Data").Cells(r, 5).Value) 
            zip = Sheets("Mailing Address Data").Cells(r, 6).Value 
             
                With Sheets("Mailing Label Template") 
                    .Cells(x, y).Value = "   " & name 
                    .Cells(x + 1, y).Value = "   " & address 
                    .Cells(x + 2, y).Value = "   " & city & ", " & state & " " & zip 
                End With 
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                If r Mod 3 = 0 Then 
                    y = y + 2 
                ElseIf r Mod 3 = 1 Then 
                    y = y + 2 
                ElseIf r Mod 3 = 2 Then 
                    x = x + 4 
                    y = 1 
                End If 
                    
        Next 

 
The highlighted portions function mathematically to fill the labels perfectly as I wanted using the r as the 
row number of the line of label data on the data sheet (starting with row 3). I then adapted this same 
mathematical logic to fill the return address and name tag labels.  
 
The rest of the difficulties I encountered were less time consuming (and mostly dealt with manipulating 
different types of range properties or with importing the CSV data), but very educational. By the time I 
finished my project, I was comfortable with a wide variety of code for formatting and manipulating 
ranges, moving data around, creating forms, creating and connecting RibbonX buttons with module 
procedures, etc. This project was completed by my own effort. There were no elements of my project I 
was unable to get to work as I wished and I did not abandon any ideas (in fact, the current scope of my 
project went well beyond my original proposal and intentions). 
 

Assistance 

I did not receive significant help from anyone else and only had a few minor questions answered by the 
TAs and used the help of a code example online for some of my CSV import sub tasks to remind me how 
to use dialog boxes. 
 
 


